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Creators and Beyond
    











    
        

Creators and Beyond
    



As social media solidifies its stronghold as learning resources, communication vehicles, relationship builders, visibility platforms, brand-narrative stages and beyond, it has furthered its role as a supertool for advertisers and marketers.

 


But as the challenges associated with social media multiply—brand safety, data privacy, influencer strategy, polarity, new platform entrants and more—marketers need to isolate best practices to define and refine how they harness social media to reach an array of audiences.

 


And at a time when creators—their definition expanding—have hitched their wagons to social media’s star in profound, attention-holding ways, understanding how these forces of nature can work for and with brands has never been more important.

 


Come learn from the good, bad and ugly examples of what works, what doesn’t, and what you need to know now about the new era of social media.
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@ADWEEK
    




#SMW
    









Announcing Megan Thee Stallion
    


Hailing from Houston, Megan Thee Stallion is a three-time GRAMMY-winning recording artist, philanthropist and entrepreneur. She recently earned her third Billboard Hot 100 No. 1 with the release of her dynamic song “HISS,” which follows her other chart-topping hits “Savage (Remix)” with Beyoncé and “WAP” with Cardi B.


 


Megan will take to the Main Stage at Social Media Week to share how she stays authentic and stands out on social media. She'll take us through her iconic video voiceovers to her various brand partnerships including Nike and Planet Fitness. We're taking notes from the Hot Girl Coach herself at SMW.
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2024 SOCIAL MEDIA WEEK  SPEAKERS
    



Our 2024 Social Media Week lineup welcomed a diverse range of speakers including brand executives, agency leaders and creators to discuss trends, creator partnerships, engagement opportunities and more.
    


See the full 2024 Lineup
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            Selom Agbitor
            Co-Founder and Chief Revenue Officer
            Mad Rabbit
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            Emily Amick
            Lawyer, Journalist, Political Analyst and Co-author of Democracy in Retrograde
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            Tulani André
            Vice President of Social Media
            National Geographic
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            Rachel Apirian
            Head of Social Media and Content Marketing
            The Female Quotient
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            Tameka Bazile
            Manager of Social Media Strategy
            TIME
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            Hannah Berner
            Comedian, Podcaster, and Content Creator
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            Caitlin Berzok
            Vice President, Product
            Therabody
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            Sol Betesh
            Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder
            Fallen Media
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            Brandon Blackwood
            Founder and Chief Executive Officer
            Brandon Blackwood
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            Wesley Bonner
            Senior Vice President, Marketing & Audience Development
            Bustle Digital Group
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            Matt Britton
            Founder and Chief Executive Officer
            Suzy
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            DeAndre Brown
            Content Creator and Consultant
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            Katherine Chan
            Global Head of Social Media
            Duolingo
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            Noel Christopher
            Senior Vice President, Product
            Edelman
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            Minou Clark
            Senior Vice President of Digital
            11:11 Media
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            Stephanie Davis Michelman
            Chief Executive Officer
            The INKEY List
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            Andrew Dawson
            Social Networks Practice Principal, Executive Contributor
            Brandwatch
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            Peyton Dix
            Social Consultant, Brand Strategist, and Culture Writer
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            Arinze Emeagwali
            Brand Marketing Lead
            Instagram
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            Melanie English
            Director, Social Marketing
            LinkedIn
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            Joe Gagliese
            Co-Founder and Co-Chief Executive Officer
            Viral Nation
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            Gabriel Gomez
            Social Strategy Lead, Brand Engagement
            Verizon
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            Kahlil Greene
            Content Creator
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            Ali Haeri
            Senior Vice President, Marketing
            MNTN
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            Bamidele Idowu
            Social Media Manager
            ESPN
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            Irina Ilina
            Senior Product Manager, Demand Gen
            Google
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            Jeremy Jankowski
            Manager of Content Partnerships
            Pinterest
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            Rachel Karten
            Social Media Consultant and Author
            Link in Bio
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            Lindsay Kennedy
            Vice President, Client Service
            DEPT
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            Kate Kenner Archibald
            Chief Marketing Officer
            Dash Hudson
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            Karin Kildow
            Chief Executive Officer
            CCG Social
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            Ashley Leuzinger
            Social Solutions Expert
            Aki Technologies, Media by Inmar Intelligence
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            Bashel Lewis
            Lifestyle Blogger and Social Strategist
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            Megan Malloy
            Creative Director
            Blue State Digital
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            Dylan Marino
            Director, Social Media and Influencer Strategy
            Loverboy
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            Cole Mason
            Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer
            Pearpop
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            Perry Mattern
            Senior Manager, Social Media
            New York Jets
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            Taylor Montgomery
            Chief Marketing Officer, North America
            Taco Bell
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            Irina Novoselsky
            Chief Executive Officer
            Hootsuite
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            Kristi O'Brien
            General Manager, Brand Platform
            LTK
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            Becky Owen
            Global Chief Marketing Officer
            Billion Dollar Boy
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            Sol Peralta
            Global Product Lead, Demand Gen
            Google
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            John "JP" Petty
            Global Creative Director, Bodega
            Wieden + Kennedy
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            Jayde Powell
            Founder and Host
            The Em Dash and #CreatorTeaTalk
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            Director, Free Expression Project
            Center for Democracy & Technology
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            Bozoma Saint John
            Hall of Fame Inducted Marketing Executive, Author, and Entrepreneur
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            Bridget Schwartz
            Content Manager, News and Activism
            Betches Media
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            Caleb Simpson
            Content Creator
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            Ronnie Singh
            Head of Lifestyle and Content Marketing
            2K
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            Byron Stewart
            Senior Manager, Social Media and Influencer Strategy
            Foot Locker
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The Buzz
    









I love that Social Media Week gives me an opportunity to gather with my peers and other like-minded professionals to learn and discuss all things digital and social media. I always learn something new and take these strategies back to my own work, with generally successful results!


Senior Marketing Manager, Venture For America
    



Social Media Week is a must attend event for anyone seeking to use the Social Media space as a platform to monetize their brand, product or service. The speakers are leaders who define their industry, providing real time, invaluable, up to the minute information on trends and best practices.
    



This conference was absolutely incredible. I felt inspired about the future and invigorated to return to my job!
    




ADWEEK’s Social Media Week took great care to meticulously deliver an event dedicated to one of the most valuable existing areas of digital marketing: the creator economy. It was both exciting and informative.


Research Analyst, S&P Global Market Intelligence
    



Absolutely the must-attend event. SMW is the pinnacle where industry leaders, networking, latest tech and companies convene. 11/10 would recommend.


Joseph Dawson,

Director of Social Media/Senior Strategist,

Axiom Innovation
    



Social Media Week remains my top industry conference choice. It keeps me ahead of the game in the fast-paced world of social media. The variety of speakers and topics left me feeling broadly informed and ready to form my own opinion on what's to come in our industry.


Nola Morris, VP, Strategy,

Denim Social
    




#SMW brings that music festival vibe with a great lineup of speakers and for social media leaders to connect and gain further insight into the world of social media trends. I am from Canada and this conference was definitely worth the trip to #SMW and hope to attend next year!
    



#SMW helped me look at social media from a different perspective. Instead of being just a brand we need to think like a content creator. It opened up the conversation with my team on how to approach our content.
    



Social Media Week was such an informative and inspiring experience. The insight shared by industry experts was exceptional, and the overall learnings left me hungry to do more and be better as a social media professional for my company.
    







    





EXPLORE INTERESTING AND IMPORTANT TOPICS LIKE...
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The Social Media Revolution:

Transforming Communication, Commerce and Culture
    





Social media platforms have fundamentally reshaped the way we connect, consume content, and conduct business. We'll explore the profound impact of the social media revolution on society, communication, and the world of commerce. We will unravel the evolution of social media platforms and their role in shaping our interconnected digital lives.
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What Is ‘Safe’ Social Media Anymore?
    





Continued cultural polarization, global unrest and strong opinions threaten neutrality and “safe” spaces for brands to connect with consumers. Explore the pivotal role of content moderation, user-generated content policies, and algorithmic checks in maintaining a safe online environment for your brand.
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Beyond Likes and Shares:

Harnessing Insights for Effective Marketing and Branding
    





Discover innovative ways to interpret social media analytics to enhance marketing campaigns, build brand identity, and foster a deeper connection with target audiences.
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Unlocking the Power of Social Media Data:

From Analytics To Impactful Strategy
    





Skills you need to turn raw social media metrics into strategies that drive impact. Goal setting, KPI identification, data collection and analysis, strategy optimization, and link between social media and your brand’s bottom line. 
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Utilizing Digital Platforms To Spark Conversations That Matter
    





Explore how creators and advertisers are leveraging social platforms to engage consumers in impactful and defining discussions.
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Navigating Political Advertising in a Fractured Landscape:

Social Media Engagement Best Practices and Pitfalls
    





Social media plays a pivotal role in shaping public opinion, mobilizing voters, and influencing electoral outcomes. We’ll bring forward case studies of brands who’ve navigated this potentially treacherous landscape well. 
    


    








    





    





Event Passes
    


Please take a moment to review eligibility criteria for the Social Media Week pass types. If you accidentally register for the incorrect pass type (based on your organization and role) you will be notified via email and required to correct your pass type. If you have any questions regarding eligibility, please contact us here and we will be happy to assist you in selecting the correct pass type.
    



Special discounts are available for Adweek+ Subscribers, undergrad students, non-profits and teams—inquire here.
    




#SMW Kicks off in 
    


    

        


    


    





    













    



         
                Sold Out
            

    


Brand and Marketer Pass
    


Save an additional 10% with group rate passes
    



    
                    
                
                	
Eligibility
                
            

                                    
                
                    
You are currently employed at a consumer brand (eg. retail, food & beverage, travel, consumer electronics, CPG, automotive, retail banking, entertainment and sports), in a marketing, brand or product management, management, creative, innovation, production, social media, or operations role.




Or, you are a B2B marketer not doing business in the marketing, advertising or media industry (I.e. you are not employed at an agency, media, mar-tech, ad-tech organization or other solution provider serving the marketing, agency and media industry).
    


                

            


        	            
                
                	
Pass Benefits
                
            

                                    
                
                    
	In-person access to three action-packed days of insightful and actionable Main Stage sessions, deep-dive breakouts with industry leaders and breakthrough talent.
	Unrivaled networking: build and deepen your professional network during networking breaks, meals and receptions
	Breakfast, lunch and networking receptions
	Access to the event app, including attendee messaging and networking database.
	Unlimited access to on-demand content for one year.

    


                

            


        	    






Single Pass
    




$1,299/person
    


Join the Waitlist



Group Pass (3+)
    




$1,169.10/person
    


Join the Waitlist





    





    



         
                Sold Out
            

    


Agency and Media Pass
    


Save an additional 10% with group rate passes
    



    
                    
                
                	
Eligibility
                
            

                                    
                
                    
You are currently employed at an agency or media organization (includes digital, TV and print media) Or you are a consultant.
    


                

            


        	            
                
                	
Pass Benefits
                
            

                                    
                
                    
	In-person access to three action-packed days of insightful and actionable Main Stage sessions, deep-dive breakouts with industry leaders and breakthrough talent.
	Unrivaled networking: build and deepen your professional network during networking breaks, meals and receptions
	Breakfast, lunch and networking receptions
	Access to the event app, including attendee messaging and networking database
	Unlimited access to on-demand content for one year.

    


                

            


        	    






Single Pass
    




$1,699/person
    


Join the waitlist



Group Pass (3+)
    




$1,529.10/person
    


Join the Waitlist





    





    



         
                Sold Out
            

    


Technology, Software, Solution Provider Pass
    


    
                    
                
                	
Eligibility
                
            

                                    
                
                    
You are currently employed at a business technology (mar-tech, ad-tech) organization, or other vendor or solution provider whose primary business is providing a service or solution to consumer brands and other businesses. Limited to 3 attendees per company. Please note that there is limited capacity for this pass type. 
    


                

            


        	            
                
                	
Pass Benefits
                
            

                                    
                
                    
	In-person access to three action-packed days of insightful and actionable Main Stage sessions, deep-dive breakouts with industry leaders and breakthrough talent.
	Unrivaled networking: build and deepen your professional network during networking breaks, meals and receptions
	Breakfast, lunch and networking receptions
	Access to the event app, including attendee messaging and networking database
	Access to the event app, including attendee messaging and networking database
	Unlimited access to on-demand content for one year.

    


                

            


        	    






Single Pass
    




$1,699/person
    


Join the waitlist






    





    





Virtual Pass 
    


Save an additional 10% with group rate passes
    



    
                    
                
                	
Pass Benefits
                
            

                                    
                
                    
	Unlimited virtual access to all Main Stage session content live and on-demand for one year.    

    


                

            


        	    






Single Pass
    




$399/person
    


Get Single Pass



Group Pass (3+)
    




$359/person
    


Get Group Rate Pass





    





JOIN US LIVE IN NYC


AT CONVENE
    




225 Liberty Street,

New York, NY
    












A Look Back at SMW 2023
    



        
    








            

        


    










Thank you to Our Partners
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Want to Be Involved?

Inquire About Partnership

Inquire About Becoming A speaker

General Inquiry
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